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Corrigendum: Semiclassical Limit of Quantum Dynamics
with Rough Potentials and Well-Posedness of Transport












[Article in Comm. Pure Appl. Math. 64 (2011), no. 9, 1199–1242]
We would like to correct a few minor mistakes in [2], kindly pointed out to us
by Vivek Tewary. In Proposition 2.1 the assumption (ii), involving an L1 bound on
the time derivative, has to be replaced by an Lq bound with q > 1, namely:
(ii) Time Tightness. There exists q > 1 such that, for all  2 C1c .R
d / and
n  1, the map t 7!
R


















Accordingly, in Theorem 5.2, assumption (iv) has to be modified as follows:
(iv) Time Tightness. There exists q > 1 such that, for P -a.e. w 2 W , for all
 2 C1c .R
d / and n  1, the map t 7!
R
Rd  dn.t; in.w// is absolutely















This also applies to [1, theorem 2.3(iv)], where the results of [2] were announced.
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The main results of the paper and their proofs (see, for instance, the proof of
Theorem 9.1), are not affected by these replacements, since uniform estimates in
time of the derivative of
R
 d!.t/ are available.
Finally, statement (i) of Proposition 3.10 is incorrect and should be disregarded.
However, only statement (ii) of the proposition is actually used, in the proof of
Theorem 4.4.
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